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Across
2. is the founding father of AA, and claims that his LSD 

experience moved him into his own sobriety

6. Hoffman originally wanted to treat ______

7. Tolerance is but one criteria of an ______

11. Albert Hoffman Discovered LSD in what month?

14. Symptom that trippers re-experience their trip 

______________________

15. St.Anthony’s _____

16. Program that ran underground experiments on LSD 

_______________________

17. Neuronal cell bodies and non-myelenated axons 

______

21. Fatalities from LSD overdose

25. LSD mimics the neurotransmitter ______

28. LSD was claimed to be a ______ as claimed by the first 

researchers in the 1950’s

29. Serotonin _____

32. A common street name for LSD is ___________

33. Acronym for love, sex, and drugs ______

37. Summer of _____

38. Partyers referrer to the experience as ____________

39. ____________ males in there 20's is the most 

suseptible to using LSD

41. What has a more powerful effect than the chemical 

compounds of the drug

42. In ancient times, ergot was not known as a ____ but as 

plants, leaves, and seeds that grew in nature

43. LSD’s effects produce a _______ state

44. One method of administration is to let LSD dissolve on 

the ______

45. _______________ was named after Bicycle Day

Down
1. ____________ Contributed to DNA research

3. Blending of senses as a result of LSD use is called 

___________________

4. ________________ Interferes with neurotransmitters

5. ______ Coined the term “Tune onto the scene, tune into 

what’s happening; and drop out of high school, college, grad 

school, and follow me the hard way

8. Gland inside the brain that is the size of a grain of rice 

_______

9. Treatment for LSD use is not________

10. The full name for LSD is ___________________

12. In early time, LSD caused __________________

13. Works as a non-selective serotonin ______

18. Type of individuals that use LSD_______

19. LSD is a non-selective ________ agonist

20. Saskatchewan town in which LSD was used for 

psychiatric treatment ______

22. A disorder ________________________________ also 

known as flashbacks

23. Food that commonly contained ergot

24. Eleusinians in ____ drank Kykeon a mixture of flower, 

water, and mint

26. LSD is also made from ___________________

27. ______ a band in the 60’s

30. Overactive reflexes are known as _____

31. ______ Pharmaceuticals did not find any use for LSD

34. LSD has been used to treat ______________

35. Aztecs chewed ________________ seeds that also 

contain lysergic acid

36. Very small tablets that are swallowed like pills 

______________

40. Was used to ____ new neuropathways in the brain


